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BINANCE SMART CHAIN
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) was
developed as a means of utilizing
solidity-based smart contracts with
much greater speed and efficiency
than other, competing chains.
With decentralized exchanges on
BSC offering lightning fast swaps and
extremely low fees, BSC has started
to become one of the most widely
used blockchains for Decentralized
Finance (DeFi). BSC uses a token
protocol developed by the Binance
Team called BEP-20, and $JESUS
token is one of the many BEP-20
tokens on the market today.
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DEFLATIONARY ASSETS
On the Ethereum Blockchain
deflationary cryptocurrencies have
seen a great deal of interest in
recent years. The idea behind
deflationary cryptocurrencies is
relatively straight forward. Each
time a transaction occurs using a
deflationary token, a percentage of
the tokens used in the transaction
are destroyed permanently. This
function is constantly at work
removing tokens from the total
available supply. Over time, this
action works to helps increase the
value of one token dramatically as it
increases scarcity.
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REFLECTIVE FUNCTIONS
Reflective
cryptocurrencies
progress
beyond simply burning tokens, they take a
determined percentage of the total
transaction amount and ‘reflect’ it back to
every wallet that holds the reflective token
to match.
This is ‘reflected’ to wallets based on the
proportion of total supply that they hold.
For example, a ‘reflection’ rate of 6.2%
would mean that 6.2% of every transaction
would be paid back to wallet holders.
This process incentivises a large holding as
larger wallets receive a higher percentage
of each ‘reflection’. This mechanism also
encourages holding rather than selling for
a quick gain due to the ‘reflections’
received, but also the tax incurred on each
transaction.
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TOKENOMICS
The $JESUS token combines the best
features of other passive yield tokens into
one smart token. The $JESUS token
removes the requirement to stake or lock
up your tokens on another website or
Dapp to receive rewards.
Simply holding $JESUS in a Binance Smart
Chain compatible wallet will see the
holders balance grow with every
transaction that takes place.
This removes the time and effort required
to ‘farm’ and ‘harvest’ tokens, and ensures
you maintain ownership of your coins
without having to give authorisation and
access to your wallet to external parties.
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TOKENOMICS
The $JESUS token contract functions
apply a special tax to every transaction,
whether it be a buy, sell, or trade.
With each transaction 6.2% is reflected
back to holders’ wallets, while 3.8% is
burned forever, reducing the total supply
over time. (Total tax is set to 10% and
can never exceed 10%, however the
proportion that is reflected or burned
can be adjusted from the current 6.2% &
3.8% ratio to best suit the $JESUS
ecosystem) $JESUS takes the best
elements of similar tokens and combines
them in order to create a unique passive
yield generation token.
Pre-Sale Price: 1 BNB = 40,000 $JESUS
Total Supply: 10,000,000 $JESUS
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TOKENOMICS
5,000,000 tokens were sold during the
pre-sale and 4,000,000 tokens were added
to the Pancake Swap Liquidity Pool along
with 100 BNB collected from the pre-sale.
The remaining 1,000,000 tokens are
reserved for future funding such as team
payments, professional fees such as
contract
audits,
development
fees,
marketing, and community contest prizes.
50% of the PancakeSwap Liquidity Pool
Tokens were burned (sent to a dead
address), therefore this liquidity is locked
forever
(proof of this transaction is
available in the links section).
The remaining Liquidity Pool Tokens are
reserved for future exchanges and
possible farming pool partnerships.
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ECOSYSTEM
DAO GOVERNANCE
Beyond the development of the Jesus
Finance Project and JesusDeFi.com, the
project will look to build an entire
ecosystem that is centered around the
$JESUS token.
Future plans include but are not limited to:
A transition to a Decentralized Autonomous
Organization or “DAO” infrastructure. As a
community driven project the Congregation
will have a say in the future direction of the
Jesus Finance Project and JesusDeFi.com.
This will be accomplished by incorporating
a governance system that allows the
community to vote on any major changes.
Voting power will be based on a users total
holdings in the JesusDeFi.com Ecosystem.
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ECOSYSTEM
FARMING PLATFORM
A farming platform designed to reward the
most loyal members for providing liquidity
to the trading pair.
Liquidity provider “LP” tokens will be staked
on this platform and rewards will be
distributed via smart contract.
This program will provide incentive for
current $JESUS holders to do more with
their tokens and help the project grow.
Staking LPs will enable users to earn
passive rewards from Jesus Finance but
also trading fees from PancakeSwap that
are paid directly into the LP token value.
Furthermore, the reflect function will still
pay $JESUS to tokens held in a LP token.
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ECOSYSTEM
COMMUNITY OUTREACH COMPETITIONS
New community outreach competitions
using $JESUS tokens as a reward for
spreading the word about Jesus Finance.
These competitions will be led by our
core community members and will be
designed to grow our Congregation one
follower at a time.

TRADEABLE NFTs
Unique Jesus Finance trade-able NFT
collections minted on Binance Smart
Chain and distributed to our community
via contests and games.

BLOCKCHAIN BASED GAMES
Fun new blockchain technology based
games utilizing the $JESUS token as ingame currency.
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COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
The Jesus Finance community will be
instrumental to the future of the project.
The liquidity burn and passive yield
mechanism are designed to make the
community comfortable holding $JESUS
for long periods without the fear of a rugpull or using external websites to ‘stake’.
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Jesus Finance has plans to make monthly
charitable donations. These recipient
charities will be decided by the
community via surveys in the official
Telegram group.

IMPORTANT LINKS
Website:
https://jesusdefi.com
Medium:
https://jesusfinance.medium.com/
Telegram:
https://t.me/jesusfinance
Twitter:
https://twitter.com/jesus_finance
Bscscan:
https://bscscan.com/token/0x9f92170868
2616096e59953b6398011fe1dfcdfa
LP Burn Proof:
https://bscscan.com/tx/0xb7750b7100d1
6649cd3fcdbf64bcb43dca778e0f94412c7
e2e1b1e6a5c4ae52f
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